
      
Like most homeowners looking for a contractor to remodel a kitchen, add an 
addition, or build an entire home we were skeptical about the process of 
choosing a contractor.  In our case, my wife and I were adding a sizeable 
addition consisting of a game room, a master bedroom/bath as well as a walk-
up attic. We had an idea or conceptual vision of what we wanted, but no real 
detailed drawings.  So with this we began talking to contractors to narrow 
our list based primarily on “gut feel”.  When we narrowed the list down to 
our top 3 picks we invited each of the three contractors over for a visit to 
talk about our plans, show them some pictures and sketches and ask them to 
draw up their interpretation of our vision.  We made it clear to each of them 
that we expected high quality work, timely service, professionalism, a 
detailed statement of work, and of course a fair price.   
 
Contractor 1 called within a day or two and wanted to come over to meet 
with us.  When he visited the 2nd time he tossed out a verbal price that was 
lower than we expected, so certainly, we were interested. Over the next 
week or two we talked several times on the phone, but he never really put a 
comprehensive proposal together other than some figures on a piece of 
paper.   Over time we thought that despite his low price we were not 
comfortable that there was sufficient detail to enter into a project of this 
magnitude. 
 
Contractor 2 called us back within a week of our discussion and asked to 
meet with us.  During this meeting, he began to draw out the exterior 
features and interior layout as we spoke and continued to ask what do you 
think?  Do you like this or do you like that? After a couple of hours I think 
he had a pretty good idea as to what we were looking for.  At that point he 
said, I will refine things a bit making all to scale and send it to you within a 
couple of days along with a detailed proposal for the task and of course the 
price.  As promised the quote showed up in the mail along with drawings and 
price.   
 
Contractor 3 also called us back within a week of our discussion and also 
asked to meet with us again.  He arrived ready to sell himself boasting about 
his company but never really got to what we wanted.  He too as promised 
sent us a detailed proposal, drawings, and price.  His design was a little over 
the top and so was his price. 



 

 
Prior To Addition  
 
After a week of thought my wife and I decided on contractor 2.  This 
particular general contractor was Catalano Construction.  I gave Paul 
Catalano a call to talk through the contract making sure nothing was missed 
and then I signed the contract and mailed a deposit.   
 
Shortly thereafter supplies began to show up and a crew got busy with the 
demolition aspect of the job.  The demo work went quickly and they removed 
the roof in a hurry; unfortunately, the weather turned nasty and it seems it 
rained for at least a couple of weeks.  During this time our house was under 
tarp.  We worked with Paul informing him of any leaks so that his crew could 
respond and seal things up again.  Once the rain passed the framing 
progressed rapidly.  In about a week we were framed.  The windows and 
roofing followed.  In our case we had some existing windows that needed to 
be moved so it took a little extra time; but in two to three weeks after the 
shell was complete, the crew had completed the roof, windows and siding and 
they had erected the farmer’s porch.  Things really looked pretty good.   



 
During Construction 
 
The crew was also working to erect the interior framing of the walls.  This 
moved along as well.  There was a brief delay and then the plumbing and 
electrical rough work began.  This took some time as we opted to have a 
propane fueled HVAC unit installed in our third floor walk up attic. Once all 
the rough was complete it was inspection time and each of Paul’s tradesmen 
handled the inspection with the town inspectors.  Next came the insulation, 
followed by the hanging of the board, plastering and ceiling work. 
 
After giving the new plaster a good 5 days to fully dry, we went to work on 
painting.  Once we were done with the painting, Paul’s crew returned to put 
down hardwood flooring in our new game room.  They also tiled a bathroom 
and carpeted the bedroom.  Then Paul’s crew came back and began the finish 
work.  In about two weeks the rooms were trimmed and the oak staircase 
was finished.  Shortly thereafter, they began to finish off the plumbing, 
HVAC and add all of the electrical lighting and fixtures.   



             

 
Game Room 

 
 



 
Exterior of House After Addition 
 
Within about a week, Paul sent over a couple members from his team to 
remove leftover debris, residual materials, and a couple left behind hand 
tools.  Within a few days Paul and his team obtained final approval from town 
inspectors and we obtained our occupancy permit.  A day or two later Paul 
stopped in for a final walkthrough and to make sure we were totally satisfied 
with the project.  Although the project spanned 6 months, Paul and his team 
transformed our 2000 square foot ranch into a well designed, attractive 
3300 square foot colonial complete with farmer’s porch. 
 
 
Regards, 
 
Todd (Danvers, ma) 
 


